Dear Friends,

Starting October 5th till October 7th 2018, Bucharest AA Fellowship will be hosting The 25th Anniversary Convention of the Bucharest AA Groups in Romania. The topic is: “Freely ye have received, freely give”, inspired by all the stories of gratitude in recovery and the very principle upon which Bill and Bob have build AA.

We would like to invite representatives of your country to take part to this event. The goal is to carry the message of recovery and to strengthen the link between AA members around the world. There will be an English speaking group also and a member will take care of translation and interpretation when needed.

The Registration Form can be found at the following link:
http://convention.aaromania.ro/

The event will take place at FORMENERG Hotel. - Bd. Gheorghe Șincai 1A-3, Sector 4, Bucharest. For accommodation options and travel details, please contact us in a private e-mail. Kindly note, there is NO CONVENTION FEE.

Please acknowledge receipt of this invitation and let us know if you are interested in participating.

Looking forward to meet you in Bucharest,

Most sincerely,

AA Romania
12:00 – 16:00  - Guest check-in and accommodation
17:00 – 18:30  - Official opening of the 13-th National Service Conference on the topic: „Freely ye have received, freely give”, presentation of the AA and AL-ANON. attendees (lead by the Bucharest groups)
18:30 – 19:00  - Coffee and refreshments break
19:00 – 20:00  - Dinner
20:00 – 21:30  - Meeting on the topic: „Admitting powerlessness over alcohol and asking for help as fundamental steps for integrating newcomers in the AA Program” (lead by the Moldavia groups and by newcomers)

FRIDAY, October the 5th
8:30 – 9:30  - Breakfast
10:00 – 11:00  - AA meeting on the topic: „Making amends wherever possible” - the moment we move from acceptance to action (lead by the groups from Transylvania)
11:00 – 11:30  - Coffee and refreshments break
11:30 – 13:00  - AA meeting on the topic: „Carrying the message” as primary purpose of each group as spiritual entity. Lead by groups from Muntenia: Bucharest, Constanța, Călărași, Craiova, Roșiori.
13:30 – 14:30  - Lunch
14:30 – 15:00  - Break
15:30 – 17:00  - AA meeting on the topic: „The miracle of our recovery reflected through the AA paradoxes”. Led by the groups from Transylvania
17:00 – 17:30  - Coffee and refreshments break
17:30 – 20:30  - Free time
20:30 – 22:00  - Anniversary dinner

SATURDAY, October the 6th
8:30 – 9:30  - Breakfast
9:30 – 10:00  - Coffee and refreshments break
10:00 – 11:00  - AA meeting on the topic: „Applying AA principles in all aspects of our lives, the final goal of our spiritual evolution” Led jointly by groups from Moldavia, Muntenia and Transylvania.
11:00 – 12:00  - Official closing of the National Conference

SUNDAY, October the 7th
8:30 – 9:30  - Breakfast
9:30 – 10:00  - Coffee and refreshments break
10:00 – 11:00  - AA meeting on the topic: „Applying AA principles in all aspects of our lives, the final goal of our spiritual evolution” Led jointly by groups from Moldavia, Muntenia and Transylvania.
11:00 – 12:00  - Official closing of the National Conference

CONVENTION'S TIMETABLE

Bill W. wrote in a letter in 1959, “if you carry the message to others, you will be making the best possible repayment for the help given you.”